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Neighborhoods[ edit ] In addition to the financial West Loopâ€”LaSalle Street Historic District , theatre, and
jewelry Jewelers Row District districts, there are neighborhoods that are also part of the Loop community
area. According to the census, 29, people live in the neighborhoods in or near the Loop. The area has a
triple-level street system and is bisected by Columbus Drive. Most of this district has been developed on land
that was originally water and once used by the Illinois Central Railroad rail yards. The early buildings in this
district such as the Aon Center and One Prudential Plaza used airspace rights in order to build above the
railyards. The triple-level street system allows for trucks to mainly travel and make deliveries on the lower
levels, keeping traffic to a minimum on the upper levels. Through northâ€”south traffic uses Middle
Columbus and the bridge over the Chicago River. It is centered on Dearborn Street from Congress Parkway on
the north to Polk Street on the south, and includes buildings along Plymouth Court on the east and Federal
Street to the west. Most of the buildings in this area were built between and for house printing , publishing ,
and related businesses. Today, the buildings have mainly been converted into residential lofts. Perceptions of
the southern boundary of the neighborhood have changed as development spread south, and the name is now
used as far south as 26th Street. The neighborhood includes former railyards that have been redeveloped as
new-town-in-town such as Dearborn Park and Central Station. Former warehouses and factory lofts have been
converted to residential buildings, while new townhouses and highrises have been developed on vacant or
underused land. A major landowner in the South Loop is Columbia College Chicago , a private school that
owns 17 buildings. South Loop is zoned to the following Chicago Schools: Jones College Prep High School ,
which is a selective enrollment prep school drawing students from the entire city, is also located in the South
Loop. The South Loop was historically home to vice districts, including the brothels, bars, burlesque theaters,
and arcades. One of the largest homeless shelters in the city, the Pacific Garden Mission , was located at State
and Balbo from to , when it moved to S. Historical images and current architecture of the Chicago Loop can
be found in Explore Chicago Collections , a digital repository made available by Chicago Collections
archives, libraries and other cultural institutions in the city. Aon Corporation maintains its headquarters in the
Aon Center.
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Chicago Loop - Wikipedia The Loop is home to Chicago's commercial core, City Hall, and the seat of Cook County. In
what is now the Loop, on the south bank of the Chicago River.

The Automatic Electric Co. Like Western Electric, another industry-leading telephone equipment
manufacturer located in the Chicago area, Automatic Electric spent most of its history as a subsidiary of
another company. In , a Kansas City resident named Almon B. Strowger invented an automatic telephone
switch. In , Joseph B. By , this facility employed workers to make automatic switches and other telephone
equipment. By the mids, Automatic Electric employed about 8, Chicago-area residents at a complex of 17
buildings on the West Side. In , Automatic Electric moved from the West Side to a new acre facility in
suburban Northlake. In , just after the parent company changed its name to GTE Corp. Wilson, with additional
contributions from Stephen R. Porter and Janice L. Dewey Foster of Cazenovia recently sent this newspaper a
clipping from the Tampa Fla. Following is the complete story, by Mike Morgan, Tribune staff writer: Every
time you pick up a telephone and use the dial system your action is possible because an undertaker in Topeka,
Ka. Last week the telephone industry honored the long forgotten undertaker-turned-inventor, who is buried in
St. He died in For years the grave had been neglected and forgotten. In fact it had took a search to discover
the weed-covered burial plot in the Greenwood Cemetery. But at long last Strowger was given belated tribute
Strowger was born in Penfield, N. As a young man he taught school but later moved to Topeka, Kan. How
Strowger conceived the idea of an automatic dialing system to replace switchboard operators â€” when the
telephone itself was little more than 10 years old â€” is a striking illustration of how events of everyday living
can prompt great scientific discoveries. The story accepted by telephone historians is that Strowger went to his
office one morning, hung his Prince Albert coat on the wall, picked up the Kansas City morning paper, sat
down in his chair and began to read. Suddenly his attention was attracted to a news item concerning the death
of a friend. To his astonishment he read that the burial was to be handled by a competitor. After reading this,
Strowger jumped to the conclusion that his friends had tried to reach him by telephone, but the operator had
erred and given the call to a competitor. Strowger, an acknowledged high tempered individual, flew into a
rage. His eyes fell upon the telephone on the wall. He crossed over to the instrument, rang the bell impatiently,
and when the operator answered he angrily blamed her for the happening. The surprised operator protested her
innocence, but Strowger was not satisfied. So for months Strowger haunted the local telephone exchange and
harried the operators with questions about their work. He saw there were 10 rows of subscribers lines with 10
to a row in front of the operator. To establish a connection with number 75, she would lift the plug to the
seventh row of jacks and plug into the fifth hole of the row. Thus she would connected with One day sitting at
his desk and musing the problem, he pulled open a drawer and took out a round cardboard box that contained
collars. One by one, he stuck the pins from the outside of the box toward the center until he had 10 rows.
These pins represented subscribers lines. Then he took a lead pencil and held it out to the center of the box in
front of the pins. The aspiring inventor reasoned that if he could get an electrician to introduce magnets and
other equipment the could automatically connect number 75 by lifting the pencil to the seventh row, and
moving it to the fifth pin point, he would connect number 75 and solve the problem. Strowger applied himself
even harder and realization of his vision. And on March 12, , he filed an application with the U. Patent Office
for an "automatic telephone exchange". This was only 13 or 14 years after Bell had successfully introduced
the telephone. Patent Number , was granted two years later. This is the 60th anniversary of the filing of the
basic patent which was the initial step underlying all of the mechanical switching and dial telephone
development that had taken place since that time. Then Strowger met the same heart-breaking problem that
had faced Bell. Everyone scoffed at his automatic telephone. He talked to all who would listen, but with little
effect. However, one day he met a man, Joseph Harris, who was convinced that the school teacher-turned
undertaker-turned inventor had something that would revolutionize the telephone industry. He agreed to assist
in organizing, financing and developing the automatic system. In , in La Porte, Inc. Then by turning the
generator, they could ring the called party. Strowger followed with many other patents pertaining to automatic
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telephones. He also held valuable patents on telephone switches, fire alarms and telegraph signals. But like
many other inventors, Strowger apparently did not reap a great harvest from his patents. Although one report
claims that he was paid a million dollars for his patent, more reliable sources indicate he received between 10
or 20 thousand dollars. Certainly later life and activities were not those of a millionaire. The retired inventor
became quickly enthused about the future of the struggling little town and became active in all political and
civic affairs. He died in May The plaque dedicated last week reads: Here Rest the Remains of Almon Brown
Strowger Inventor and Pioneer Whose dream of a better telephone service inspired him to invent in , the first
practical automatic telephone system. This plaque placed here in his honor on the th anniversary of his birth,
by grateful members of the telephone industry.
Chapter 3 : Chicago Then-and-Now: Behold the Cityâ€™s Remarkable Urban Transformation
Then and Now: The Rookery Posted: BY: Frank Lloyd Wright Preservation Trust Completed in by the Burnham and
Root architectural firm, The Rookery at S. LaSalle Street was the world's tallest building at 11 stories.

Chapter 4 : Then and Now: Chicago's Loop by Heather Olivia Belcher and Janice Knox (, Paperback) | eBa
The Loop: Then & Now Explore the Loop Explore the stories of Chicago's Loop in this interactive photo and video tour of
the famous buildings, landmarks, architects, art, heroes and villains, and lost treasures that make the city great.

Chapter 5 : Chicago Tribune - We are currently unavailable in your region
If searched for a ebook Chicago's Loop (IL) (Then & Now) by Heather Olivia Belcher, Janice A. Knox in pdf format, then
you have come on to correct site.

Chapter 6 : Now & Then At The Chicago Loop Sports Bar And Grill
Chicago Loop Alliance (CLA) is a member-based business organization that represents Chicago's most dynamic
mixed-use district - the Loop - and advocates for the rapidly growing central business district.

Chapter 7 : Then and Now | The Automatic Lofts in Chicago
å‰— i like reading Chicago's Loop (IL) (Then & Now) because ê—š Kindle Author Janice A Knox ë¥• i like reading
Chicago s Loop IL Then Now because Kindle Author Janice A Knox Chicago Loop Wikipedia The is the central business
district and downtown area of Chicago, Illinois, United StatesIt one city s designated community areasThe home to
Chicago.
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